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ABSTRACT
Mission critical software is often required to comply with multiple regulations, standards or policies. Recent paradigms, such as cloud computing, also require software to operate in heterogeneous, highly distributed, and changing environments. In these environments, compliance requirements can vary at runtime and traditional compliance management techniques, which are normally applied at design time, may no longer be sufficient. In this paper, we motivate the need for adaptive compliance by illustrating possible compliance concerns determined by runtime variability. We further motivate our work by means of a cloud computing scenario, and present two main contributions. First, we propose and justify a process to support adaptive compliance that extends the traditional compliance management lifecycle with the activities of the Monitor-Analyse-Plan-Execute (MAPE) loop, and enacts adaptation through re-configuration. Second, we explore the literature on software compliance and classify existing work in terms of the activities and concerns of adaptive compliance. In this way, we determine how the literature can support our proposal and what are the open research challenges that need to be addressed in order to fully support adaptive compliance.

CCS Concepts
● General and reference → Surveys and overviews;
● Social and professional topics → Technology audits;
● Governmental regulations;
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1. INTRODUCTION
With software becoming increasingly pervasive, ensuring compliance to regulations, standards or policies is also becoming increasingly important to foster its wider adoption

and acceptability by society and business. For example, in recent years, compliance with industrial regulations (e.g., Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)) and data security standards (e.g., Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS) and ISO/IEC 27000-series) has become an essential requirement of some software systems. Non-compliance can result in loss of reputation, financial fines¹ or even criminal prosecution. Within academia, compliance has been examined in the areas of requirements engineering [24], Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [32], cloud computing [20] and Business Process Management (BPM) [8]. Each of these has tackled compliance from different perspectives, including the interpretation of regulations into compliance requirements [4, 10], compliance checking [1, 23], and the definition of a reference process for compliance management [36, 20].

Ensuring compliance is more challenging in software systems that operate in heterogeneous, highly distributed and changing environments, such as cloud computing services. Cloud providers often deliver their services to clients from different geographical locations that have their own compliance requirements. Providing customised Compliance-as-a-Service could relieve clients of the compliance burden and give providers a significant competitive advantage. However, cloud providers may still face different and multi-jurisdictional compliance requirements. They must also comply with the regulations that apply where their physical infrastructure resides. In a multi-tenancy environment, in which different clients may share computational resources, this could also lead to overlaps and conflicts between different compliance requirements. All this variability may in turn lead to compliance violations. Although compliance at runtime has gained attention recently [2, 12, 19], as far as we are aware, existing techniques are normally applied at design time and are unable to deal with this kind of runtime variability.

In this paper, we propose adaptive compliance as the capability of a software system to continue to satisfy its compliance requirements, even when runtime variability occurs. We motivate our work by using a Platform as a Service (PaaS) scenario and provide two main contributions. First, we propose and justify a process to support adaptive compliance that extends the traditional compliance management lifecycle with the activities of the Monitor-Analyse-Plan-Execute (MAPE) loop, and achieves adaptation through re-configuration. Second, we explore the literature on software compliance to identify which activities of our process are al-

¹http://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2014/05/07/data-breach-results-48-million-hipaa-settlements.html
ready supported and which present open research challenges. Our ambition is to motivate the need of adaptive compliance and encourage researchers from the adaptive systems community to address these challenges.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the main concepts and terminology adopted in software compliance. Section 3 presents a motivating scenario that illustrates the concerns when handling runtime variability in compliance. Section 4 describes our adaptive compliance process and its existing support in the literature. Section 5 describes research challenges related to adaptive compliance. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. COMPLIANCE IN SOFTWARE

In the context of information systems, compliance refers to “ensuring that an organisation’s software and system conform with multiple laws, regulations and policies”[38]. From this definition we can distinguish two main elements in compliance: the system and the compliance sources that have to be conformed with. Moreover, the system runs in an operating environment, that may affect the compliance sources against which the system has to conform. Figure 1 shows these elements and their different dimensions.

The type of compliance sources refers to the kind of rules specified in the source. In particular, a compliance source can include regulations such as HIPAA2, Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act (CISA)3, and General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)4; standards such as PCI-DSS5 and ISO/IEC 27000 series6; good practices; and internal policies within a particular organisation. Mandate refers to the optional or mandatory character of the compliance source. For example, regulations are compulsory (e.g., HIPAA in the US) while standards and internal policies (e.g., ISO/IEC 27000 series) may not. The abstraction level denotes the level of interpretation necessary to enact the statements mandated by a compliance source in a system. Regulations are usually expressed at a higher level of abstraction than standards and internal policies. For example, GDPR requires companies to prove compliance without suggesting specific mechanisms, while an internal organisation policy may specifically state that rooted Android phones cannot connect to the company’s internal network. Compliance sources apply to particular jurisdictions, territories or spheres of activity. For example, HIPAA applies to US organisations dealing with personal healthcare information, while the GDPR is intended to apply to any organisation delivering services to EU citizens.

A system executes compliance controls, which are implementations of the rules defined by a compliance source. For example, section 164.312(a)(2)(iii) within HIPAA mandates the implementation of procedures to log off from an electronic session after a predetermined time of inactivity. A compliance control to address this rule could involve forcing user sessions to expire after five minutes of inactivity. Compliance controls determine the compliance level of a system with regards to its compliance sources. Three de-facto levels of compliance are proposed in the literature [33]: ‘full compliance’ when all rules are satisfied; ‘partial compliance’ when all mandatory rules are satisfied; and ‘non-compliance’ where one or more mandatory rules are not satisfied.

Although the operating environment is highly dependent on the specific application domain, we distinguish two main characterising elements. First, the system users who can reside and/or operate in different geographical locations and/or spheres of activity may need to comply with different compliance sources. Second, the physical or virtual infrastructure where a system operates influences the applicable compliance sources and the compliance level that needs to be achieved. For example, IT systems in a US hospital have to comply with HIPAA and doctors who use personal devices to access patient records become part of the operating environment.

Different reference processes have been proposed in the literature to support compliance management [5, 6, 27, 32]. Figure 2 presents a simplified compliance management lifecycle covering the main activities of these processes. Initially, compliance sources are discovered depending on the system and its operating environment. Compliance sources are then interpreted to extract compliance requirements, which are expressed as rules about actors and their rights and obligations on particular data objects [4]. During development, the requirements are implemented in the system as compliance controls. Finally, compliance requirements and controls are evaluated to determine the compliance level they ensure and to assess how they can be improved, if necessary.

---

2http://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/
4http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/
5https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org
6http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail?csnumber=66435
3. MOTIVATING SCENARIO

In this section we present a PaaS scenario, shown schematically in Figure 3, to motivate adaptive compliance and illustrate the main compliance concerns arising from runtime variability. The PaaS provider offers customers a technological stack offering Database Management Systems (DBMS), run-time environments and various frameworks. The stack is deployed on top of an infrastructure which is hosted in the United States. Customers can deploy their own software applications using the stack offered by the PaaS provider.

The PaaS provider also aims to provide compliance-as-a-service to its clients, that is the capability to satisfy on-demand the compliance needs of its clients. As shown in Figure 3, initially the provider has to satisfy the compliance requirements of two different clients (Client 1 and 2). Client 1 operates in the US and stores patient health records, which are accessed by other third-party organisations. Hence, Client 1 has to comply with HIPAA regulations. Client 2 is also located in the US and handles its client’s credit card information using the PaaS. Therefore, Client 2 has to comply with PCI-DSS. Client 1 and Client 2 have differing compliance requirements, which the PaaS provider must ensure are satisfied.

Although some cloud providers guarantee compliance for particular regulations (e.g., HIPAA compliance by Catalyze7 and TrueVault8), they are usually unprepared to satisfy emergent differing and varying compliance requirements. New PaaS clients could introduce new compliance demands that need to be traded-off against those of existing clients who share the same execution platform. In our scenario, Client 3 is a new client providing financial services in the US and therefore requires a certifiable degree of privacy and security (e.g., ISO/IEC 27018). Clients can also change their compliance requirements due to changes in the jurisdictions that apply to their services. For example, Client 3 is considering expanding its operations to Europe and therefore it will need to comply with the European Union’s GDPR, which requires explicit user authorisation for any re-purposing of their personal data. This could result in a direct conflict with CISA, which authorises sharing of personal data with federal institutions.

Furthermore, variability in the compliance sources and the operating environment can also affect the compliance requirements and their satisfaction. In the case of compliance sources, Client 1, for example, could be required to comply with CISA in the near future. While compliance sources may rarely evolve, changes in the system and its operating environment can occur more frequently. For example, updates to the DBMS may affect how data encryption is supported and hence, the satisfaction of the compliance requirements. This also includes changes in the physical infrastructure of the service. In this sense, the PaaS provider could move some of its data centres to Europe, which would trigger the need to comply with EU regulations for data retention and management. The variability exposed by this scenario can be summarised by the following main concerns:

a) **Awareness.** Runtime variability requires awareness of any changes that take place in the operating environment, the system and the compliance sources which can impact compliance satisfaction. In particular, PaaS clients must be able to elicit and modify their preferences with respect to the compliance sources they need to satisfy. The provider also needs to be aware of infrastructure changes and assess how these changes impact the compliance requirements.

b) **Automation:** Compliance-as-a-service requires executing appropriate compliance controls using a dynamic approach. This would also involve automating the discovery and interpretation of compliance sources, as well as the identification and remedy of compliance violations and potential conflicts between compliance requirements.

c) **Assurance:** The service provider needs to produce assurances about whether or not the compliance level is that required by its clients. These assurances can be provided by collecting data, showing traceability between compliance controls and requirements or by delivering formal proofs.

d) **Performance:** The on-demand nature of cloud computing means that a cloud provider has to respond to changes in a timely manner so as to avoid service outages.

4. ADAPTIVE COMPLIANCE

In this section we present a process to achieve adaptive compliance and a summary of the support provided by the existing literature. This process, shown in Figure 4, extends the compliance management lifecycle of Figure 2 with added support for variability runtime concerns through the MAPE loop. The adaptive compliance process begins with the automated discovery of compliance sources with which the system needs to comply. Factors that influence the discovery of compliance sources include the system’s physical location, its sphere of activity and the potential stakeholders. Next, the compliance sources must be interpreted in order to identify the compliance requirements, which demand close collaboration between legal and domain experts, and software engineers [24]. This activity could benefit from mechanisms to share and reuse compliance requirements, such as a multi-organisation repository. The requirements are subsequently implemented in the system as compliance controls. Since the system is intended to meet differing compliance needs at runtime, the compliance controls should be flexible enough to be enabled, disabled and customised when required.

---

7 https://catalyze.io/
8 https://www.truevault.com/
At runtime, the system must monitor its own state, the operating environment and the compliance sources. Any changes in these elements may result in either compliance violations or a reduced compliance level. While changes in compliance sources take place slowly, changes in the system or the operating environment often require a response at runtime. When changes are detected, the system must analyse their impact on the compliance level. First, overlaps between the applying compliance requirements should be analysed, since they might lead to conflicts and consequently compliance violations. Second, the compliance level must be checked and if compliance violations are found, these must be diagnosed to determine their causes. In that case, the system needs to plan a reconfiguration of the compliance controls to improve the compliance level when possible. Finally, the computed reconfiguration must be executed in the system, effectively improving the compliance level.

This process requires of “live” models, especially at runtime to enact the Knowledge (K) component of the MAPE loop. Such models must describe the compliance sources and its requirements, the system and its compliance controls, and also the operating environment, including user preferences and the system infrastructure. The relevance of these models depends on the particular activities. Some of them are more important at design time (e.g., compliance sources for their discovery and interpretation), while others are necessary at runtime (e.g., operating environment for the monitoring, or compliance controls for the plan).

In the following, we explore how the compliance literature supports the adaptive compliance activities and addresses the concerns presented in Section 3. This analysis allows us to identify topics which have been well discussed, along with gaps leading to research challenges. Table 1 relates existing approaches supporting the activities with the concerns that these approaches have addressed. Partially addressed areas are shown in light grey, while areas not addressed are shown in dark grey.

### 4.1 Discover

Although discovery is a fundamental activity in the compliance management lifecycle, it has received little attention from the research community. Some studies have highlighted its importance [24, 32], but without defining factors that affect applying compliance sources. Some studies have provided repository tools [3, 15]. Kerrigan and Law [15] describe environmental regulations by means of an XML-based format and facilitate the discovery through searchable concept hierarchies. Boella et al. [3] provide the Eunomos web-based system to manage knowledge about laws and legal concepts in the financial sector. However, in general, discovery lacks automated support and a general taxonomy of factors.

### 4.2 Interpret

The interpretation of compliance sources has been widely covered by the research literature [24]. However, most of the existing work relies on partially or totally manual techniques to extract compliance requirements. These techniques include Semantic Parameterisation [4], goal based analysis, and CPR (commitment, privilege and right) analysis [29], which have been validated by means of empirical studies. Some authors have focused on compliance requirements variability, and in particular on the multiple possible interpretations of a regulation [3, 9, 31] and the evolution of the requirements [21]. The analysis and reconciliation of potentially conflicting multi-jurisdictional requirements have also received attention [13, 10]. In terms of automation, some research efforts have focused on the description of compliance requirements by using different approaches, such as Domain Specific Languages (DSLs) [35], UML [25] or semi-formal representations [36]. A repository of compliance requirements has also been proposed [34], although without real tool support. Assurances demonstrating the correctness of compliance requirements with respect to the sources have been suggested, especially in terms of traceability links [4, 9] and formal proofs [36, 3, 31].

### 4.3 Implement

Compliance implementation has received attention and partial automated support, in particular from the BPM community. Several works have considered configurable compliance controls for business processes, in the form of compliance descriptors [17], business process templates [28] and configurable compliance rules [27]. Implementation automa-
tion has been addressed from different perspectives. While some approaches have proposed an automated derivation of compliance controls from the requirement descriptions [35], others have presented repositories of reusable process fragments [30] or compliance rules [27]. Some of these also provide support for implementation assurances by explicitly linking compliance controls and requirements [35], and concepts of the compliance source to the application domain [25]. However, the impact of compliance controls on the system performance has been surprisingly neglected.

### 4.4 Monitor

The literature on monitoring is mainly focused on system changes, neglecting the compliance sources and the operating environment. While compliance sources rarely change at runtime, the operating environment does, requiring a timely detection and response. Several works have shown awareness of different monitoring factors, such as the system execution [2], the Quality of Service in Service Level Agreements (SLAs) [23], or time, resources and data in business processes [19]. However, the operating environment has only been considered for particular aspects of specific cases in the context of business processes [37]. Most of those works present approaches to automate the monitoring in business processes [2, 37] and SOA [23].

### 4.5 Analyse

Compliance analysis is the activity that most has attracted most attention from the research community, especially for checking compliance levels. However, additional awareness on the potential conflicts of multi-jurisdictional requirements [10, 13] or the impact of the operating environment [16, 37] is necessary. Compliance checking can take place at design time and at runtime. Design time checking approaches are common for business processes, and rely on a plethora of analytical techniques, such as those based on Petri Nets [1, 26] and temporal logic [1, 7]. Similar approaches have been proposed for general regulatory compliance, by means of inference engines [31] and first order predicate calculus [15], and for business to business interactions [22]. Runtime compliance checking has gained momentum recently, especially in business processes [2, 12, 37] and SOA [2, 23]. Some of these compliance checking approaches also provide diagnosis support (i.e. assurances) for the causes of compliance violations [12, 23, 26]. In general, checking automation and diagnosis are well covered at design and runtime. However, automated multi-jurisdictional analysis and the consideration of the operating environment for the checking remain as open challenges. Moreover, the performance of all these approaches have been generally overlooked, although compliance checking has been proven to be np-complete for business processes [33].

### 4.6 Plan

To the best of our knowledge, the compliance literature presents very few works supporting the remedy of compliance violations. Although some authors have discussed the concept of compliance improvement [11, 5, 18], there is a lack of automated support. Cabanillas et al. [5] state the need to provide recovery capabilities when compliance violations are detected at runtime. Ly et al. [18] discuss the notion of healable compliance violations, i.e. violations that can be fixed by restructuring the process or inserting additional branches, while Ghose and Koliadis [11] present a partially automated technique, based on structural and semantic patterns, to modify non-compliant processes in order to restore compliance. Our vision to enact compliance improvement is through the reconfiguration of the compliance controls. In this sense, several authors have proposed configuration capabilities for implementing compliance, as shown in Section 4.3. However, none of these present specific techniques to remedy violations when detected.

### 4.7 Execute

The literature has not paid attention to this activity beyond works on configuration capabilities for compliance. In our view, the key concerns of this activity should be the automated execution, in a timely manner, of reconfigurations that improve the compliance level. Assurances about how the reconfiguration execution has improved the compliance level should also be provided.

### 4.8 Models

Most of the research on compliance modelling has focused on compliance sources and requirements. Multiple approaches have been proposed to represent regulations, using XML notations [15], UML [25] or particular DSLs [31]. Other works describe additional compliance sources, such SLAs extending the WS-Agreement notation [23], or privacy policies using OWL-DL [14]. There are also numerous proposals to represent compliance requirements, especially by means of formal or semi-formal languages [4, 10, 13] and DSLs [2, 35]. Nonetheless, the description of compliance controls and the operating environment appear to have been overlooked: while only few works on business processes address the former [17, 30] by means of compliance descriptors and process fragments, the latter is even more neglected [37], as we have presented in the previous sections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concerns</th>
<th>Discover</th>
<th>Interpret</th>
<th>Implement</th>
<th>Monitor</th>
<th>Analyse</th>
<th>Plan</th>
<th>Execute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>[15, 24, 32]</td>
<td>[3, 4, 9, 10, 13, 21, 29, 31]</td>
<td>[17, 27, 28]</td>
<td>[2, 19, 23, 37]</td>
<td>[10, 13, 16, 37]</td>
<td>[5, 11, 18]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assurances</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>[3, 4, 9, 31, 36]</td>
<td>[25, 35]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>[12, 23, 26]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>[33]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Overview of the literature, structured by the concerns and activities of adaptive compliance.
5. RESEARCH CHALLENGES

Adaptive compliance poses a number of research challenges, some carried over from "traditional" compliance work, as well as some significant new ones. Open research challenges relevant to adaptive compliance but carried over from previous compliance research include:

1) **Compliance sources interpretation.** Multiple authors have proposed specific techniques to interpret regulations and extract compliance requirements, especially in requirements engineering. However, existing work is still limited, since this activity usually relies on the specific domain knowledge of the requirements engineers and is performed manually.

2) **Multi-jurisdictional requirements.** The analysis of overlaps between different regulations has also attracted attention, although existing approaches are only partially automated. In order to detect conflicts among different compliance sources at runtime, adaptive compliance requires more fully automated analysis than provided by current techniques.

3) **Remedy for compliance violations.** Our work also highlighted the ongoing challenge of automated remedies for compliance violations. Although there are multiple proposals for automated compliance checking and diagnosis, existing mitigation techniques for violations usually require human intervention. Since the adaptive compliance process has to handle violations at runtime, we need to provide the process with automated, dynamic mitigation approaches.

Our work also suggests that adaptive compliance raises new research challenges. We identify five main gaps in the literature that must be addressed:

4) **Compliance readiness.** We define compliance readiness as the capability of a system to foresee and comply with different compliance requirements. This capability requires awareness of different compliance sources and requirements that may apply to the system or its clients, and a pool of compliance controls, ready to be customised and invoked. Although some authors have envisaged variability in business process rules to respond to variable compliance requirements, those approaches need to be extended for more complex controls and scenarios.

5) **Compliance automation.** Currently, only compliance checking has been somewhat automated, and even so, often overlooking the impact of the operating environment. Compliance sources discovery and interpretation remain to be automated, although there are some promising partial successes [15, 3, 34]. A repository of compliance sources and their different context dependent interpretations, could support this tedious and error-prone activity. Moreover, automating the reconfiguration of compliance controls in order to correct compliance violations is needed.

6) **Runtime assurances.** Demonstrating compliance is often just as important as actually being compliant. There are several approaches to demonstrate compliance by tracing compliance requirements to regulations and compliance controls. However, existing support at runtime is more patchy, and focuses on compliance violations diagnosis, primarily considering systems but not their compliance sources nor their operating environment. Therefore, we need to extend the diagnosis to these elements, and provide evidence about if and how reconfigurations really increase compliance levels.

7) **Models for compliance controls and operating environment.** Our work shows multiple proposals to describe compliance rules and requirements, but very few to describe compliance controls and the operating environment. While the operating environment is highly dependent on the specific application domain, we think that a standard way to describe the compliance controls, their variability, and their impact on the system is necessary.

8) **Impact on performance.** Surprisingly, existing research has overlooked the effects of compliance on system performance. Since the adaptive compliance process is intended to handle compliance issues at runtime, performance is increasingly important. Therefore, more efficient ways are needed to check compliance, which has already been shown to be an NP-complete problem. Furthermore, empirical studies are needed to assess the impact on the system performance of executing compliance controls and monitoring the operating environment.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have attempted to broaden the definition of compliance-as-a-service to include our idea for adaptive compliance. We have proposed a process to achieve adaptive compliance and discussed how existing work can support the various activities of our adaptive compliance process. A short review of the literature has identified that while existing approaches focus on design-time compliance, very little work has examined the increasing run-time variability found in compliance sources, systems and their operational environment. Furthermore, our review was used to identify several future research challenges which need to be addressed in order to fulfill our vision for adaptive compliance.

Although one of our main ambitions is to automate as much of the compliance process as is feasible, there are limits to this. Currently, we are better equipped to automate checking and enforcement of compliance rules. However, neither all of our proposed activities nor compliance rules can be fully automated. For example, a rule that specifies the behaviour of a security incident response team may need to be crafted manually, and its enforcement depends on enforcing human behaviour. This requires a discussion on the "human-in-the-loop" aspects of adaptive compliance.

Our future work will include conducting a more in-depth analysis of the literature to further investigate the compliance process gaps identified in this paper. The objective of this in-depth literature review would be to expand our understanding of related areas such as reconfiguration planning and execution in adaptive systems. As one of our main ambitions is to automate as much of the compliance process as possible, future work will need to examine which parts of the process can be automated and to what extent. This work will also look to address issues with automation through runtime re-configuration. Finally, future work will examine how our idea of adaptive compliance can be extended into other domains, such as the Internet of Things, where a myriad of heterogeneous and potentially untrusted devices interact. That could provide an additional and important cyber-physical perspective to adaptive compliance.
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